Welcome to the 2019 UA System Risk & Compliance Conference

April 4, 2019
UE Title IX Symposium, Washington DC, March 2019

- UE insures ~1600 educational institutions
  - UA, UAB, UAH, Health System

- Janice Abraham, President & CEO

- “Crises-R-Us”
Higher Ed #metoo

Penn State
Michigan State
Duke lacrosse
UVa / Rolling Stone
Baylor
Admissions Scandal

Hollywood angle
Admissions Scandal

Interesting factual scenario
Stanford
Yale
Wake Forest
USC
Georgetown
San Diego
Texas
UCLA
Maybe the Admissions Scandal is a New Moment?

1. Expands involved “regulators” – DOE, DOJ, IRS?

2. New low of public confidence?

3. Strikes at the heart of core principles and goals?
Higher Ed Core Principles include

1. Opportunity
2. Accessibility
3. Diversity
4. Standards
5. Accountability
6. Excellence
“Never Waste a Crisis”

1. SUPPORT
   from the top

2. COMMUNICATION
   broadly, deeply, frequently

3. CULTURE
   embedding risk and compliance
   all of our programs
Thank You